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ABSTRACT

This research investigates the influence of layout and design on the severity of trail degradation. Previous trail studies have been restricted by relatively small study areas which provide a limited range of environmental conditions and therefore produce findings with limited applicability; this research improves on this limitation by analyzing a representative sample of the Appalachian Trail with significant topographical, ecological, use-related, and managerial diversity. Many trail science studies have also focused on a singular form of trail degradation, whereas this study investigates all three core types of trail impact: trail soil loss, widening and muddiness. Relational analyses with all three indicators provide a more cohesive understanding of trail impact and reveal interrelationships between trail degradation processes. ANOVA testing of the mean values for these trail impact indicators across categories of influential independent factors confirms and refines the relevance of core trail design principles, specifically the sustainability advantages of trails with low grades and side-hill alignments. Findings also reveal and clarify the importance of landform grade in determining the susceptibility of trails to degradation and the influence of routing decisions; these relationships have received relatively little attention in the literature. The results also reveal several methodological considerations for trail alignment metrics and trail impact indicators.

1. Introduction

Nearly all protected natural areas globally have recreational trails as an essential infrastructure component to accommodate outdoor recreation activities and visitor access, supporting a diverse array of opportunities and experiences that include nature study, hiking, camping, mountain biking, and horseback riding (Leung et al., 2018). In the U.S. alone there are more than 193 500 miles of trails on federal lands and 42 500 miles on state lands (American Hiking Society, 2015).

Unfortunately, many of these trails predate protected area designations; they follow historic, pioneering, logging, firefighting, and transportation routes that were not designed for long term sustainability or use as recreational infrastructure. As such, these “legacy” trails frequently deteriorate under heavy use, diminishing their function to provide quality recreational activity and access. In contrast, sustainably designed recreational trails can remain in stable condition while accommodating intensive long-term use with appropriate maintenance (Marion and Wimpey, 2017). With sound design, proper construction and occasional maintenance, sustainable trails effectively protect natural resources by concentrating recreational traffic and impacts along narrow impact-resistant trail treads (Wimpey and Marion, 2010).

Recreational traffic and natural processes can degrade trails, decreasing their utility and requiring costly maintenance and rehabilitation work (Leung and Marion, 1996). Trail treads are vulnerable to lateral migration, braiding, soil loss, muddiness, trail widening, and compositional changes to trailside flora, including the introduction of invasive species (Marion et al., 2016; Pickering et al., 2007). Soil loss is perhaps the most significant of these impacts because natural soil regeneration is extremely slow, soil cannot be easily replaced by managers, and once waterborne, soil causes stream sedimentation and degrades aquatic insect and fish habitats (Kidd et al., 2014; Marion et al., 2016; Olive and Marion, 2009). Furthermore, unmitigated erosion results in treads with deep ruts or exposed rocks and roots that impair trail travel and exacerbate tread widening and muddiness (Marion and...
Wimpey, 2017). Trail widening from trailside traffic greatly increases the areal extent of human impact and can contribute to additional erosion and tread drainage problems (Dixon et al., 2004; Wimpey and Marion, 2010). Trail mudlins can also lead to widening and the proliferation of visitor-created trails when hikers attempt to bypass muddy areas (Leung and Marion, 1996). The environmental degradation associated with trails is a threat to the ecological conservation goals of protected natural areas world-wide.

Although local climate, soils, and vegetation influence the rate and severity of trail degradation, designers can minimize the influence of these factors by selecting sustainable trail alignments relative to topography. Experienced trail professionals and scientific studies identify two influential factors: a trail’s grade and its orientation relative to local topography (Marion and Wimpey, 2017). Several studies have found a strong positive relationship between trail soil loss and trail grade (Farrell et al., 2001; Olive and Marion, 2009; Wallin and Hardin, 1996). A few studies have also found that trails routed directly up slopes, called direct-ascent or fall-line trails, are particularly susceptible to degradation from waterborne erosion and widening (Hesselbarth et al., 1996; IMBA, 2004; Marion and Wimpey, 2017; Tomczyk and Ewertowski, 2015). The close alignment of these direct-ascent trails with the natural direction of surface flow promotes channeling water; once incised, it is extremely difficult to drain water off and away from the trail’s tread. Conversely, side-hill trails that travel across slopes have one side-slope lower than the trail tread, which facilitates drainage across and off the trail (Marion and Leung, 2004; Marion et al., 2016) and inhibits trail widening behavior (Wimpey and Marion, 2010).

The limited geographic scope of past trail studies limits the applicability of their findings in dissimilar settings. Protected area managers need improved science-based guidance on how to design, construct, and maintain sustainable trails able to support the intended types and amounts of traffic while remaining in good condition. This research investigates the influence of trail layout on three core types of degradation using an exceptionally large and environmentally diverse dataset from the Appalachian National Scenic Trail.

2. Literature review

2.1. Trail soil loss

Soil loss as measured in trail studies is largely caused by water erosion, though wind can remove tread soils in dry climates, and soil can be compacted or displaced downhill or laterally (Marion and Wimpey, 2017). The rate and severity of soil loss is influenced by trail alignment relative to topography and environmental attributes, tread substrates, climate, tread maintenance actions, and use-related factors including amounts and types of use (Leung and Marion, 1996; Olive and Marion, 2009).

Many trail studies have revealed a strong positive relationship between soil erosion and high trail gradients, with soil loss increasing substantially with grade (Bratton et al., 1979; Dissmeyer and Foster, 1980; Fox and Bryan, 2000; Marion and Wimpey, 2017; Nepal, 2003; Olive and Marion, 2009). This trend is explained by the increased erosive force of water and increased displacement by boots, wheels, and hooves on steeper trail treads (Fox and Bryan, 2000; Leung and Marion, 1996). Vegetation cover, particularly on lower use trails, can significantly reduce soil loss and mediate the effects of higher tread gradients or rainfall (Ramos-Scharron, 2010; Ramos-Scharron et al., 2014).

Two metrics have been developed to describe a trail route’s relationship to topography. Trail practitioners use Slope Ratio (SR) which is calculated by dividing the landform grade by the trail grade and ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 (IMBA, 2004). Fall-line trails are nearly as steep as their surrounding terrain and have high SR values close to 1, whereas side-hill trails have low SR values closer to 0. Some trail researchers use Trail Slope Alignment (TSA), a measure of the smallest angle between the azimuth of the trail and the azimuth of the prevailing fall line, expressed in angular degrees ranging from 0 to 90 (Marion and Wimpey, 2017). Fall-line trails have narrow TSA angles close to 0 and side-hill trails have larger TSA angles closer to 90.

Direct-ascent trails with TSA values lower than 22 are particularly prone to soil loss due to the difficulty of draining water from incised treads – both side-slopes are often higher than the tread surface (Marion and Wimpey, 2017). For example, predictive equations from a study in Big South Fork National River and Recreation Area in Kentucky and Tennessee suggest that every degree that TSA alignments shift from 90 (side-hill) to 0 (fall-line) contributes 6 cm² of additional soil loss (Olive and Marion, 2009). Several studies report that the significance of TSA increases as trail grade increases (Bratton et al., 1979; Leung and Marion, 1996; Marion and Wimpey, 2017; Olive and Marion, 2009).

Soil texture, reflecting the relative amounts of different substrate particle sizes, influences the ability of soils to withstand wind and water erosion, displacement, and compaction. When dry, uniformly fine-grained soils are highly compactible and resistant to erosion; coarse-textured soils drain easily but are displaced with little force (Hamitt et al., 2015). An ideal tread substrate is a mixture of grain sizes, including sand to improve drainage, fine silts for cohesion, and rock or gravel to harden the tread and deter soil compaction or displacement (Leung and Marion, 1996; Marion et al., 2016).

Since rainfall and snowmelt mobilize and displace soil, the amount and intensity of precipitation influences the severity of soil loss (Bratton et al., 1979; Leung and Marion, 1996; Tomczyk et al., 2016). High elevation trails with limited rock in tread substrates can be more vulnerable to erosion due to the combined effects of high precipitation, strong winds, and numerous freeze-thaw cycles (Nepal, 2003). Trailside vegetation can limit erosion by protecting exposed soil from splash, slowing and filtering runoff, and increasing soil porosity with roots (Bratton et al., 1979). More rarely, soil loss can be prevented by the growth of trampling-resistant grasses, sedges, or short herbs, generally only on low use treads in sunny settings (Dixon et al., 2004; Marion et al., 2016).

In the absence of maintenance, trails lacking sustainable designs and construction often intercept and divert erosive water along their treads. Therefore, these trails require more frequent trail maintenance to avoid or minimize soil loss. Removing water from fall-line trails is difficult or impossible when treads become deeply incised (IMBA, 2004; Parker, 2004). Trailside berms on side-hill trails can be excavated to promote drainage but this is a strenuous task over long distances (Hesselbarth et al., 1996; Marion and Wimpey, 2017). More commonly, trail maintainers install drainage features such as rock or wooden water bars and drainage dips to minimize erosion by diverting flowing water from treads (Birdward and Proudman, 2000; Hesselbarth et al., 1996); such work is challenging to sustain in remote locations. Research reveals greater soil loss with increasing distance from drainage features, the need for increased feature density as trail grades increase, and the rapid loss of feature effectiveness when not frequently maintained (Marion and Wimpey, 2017; Mende and Newsome, 2006). Water bars are difficult to properly design and construct, become useless once filled with sediment, pose a hazard to cyclists, and are often circumvented by hikers, widening the trail (Hesselbarth et al., 1996). The most sustainable option for diverting water from treads is to periodically reverse the grade of the trail, forcing all water off the trail and eliminating the need for maintenance (Marion and Wimpey, 2017; Parker, 2004). It is best to design tread grade reversals during a trail’s layout, though rolling grade dips can be retrofitted to existing trails with low to intermediate grades (Hesselbarth et al., 1996; IMBA, 2004).

Trail maintainers can also avoid or minimize soil loss by armoring treads with rock or wood. The addition of stonework, imported gravel or crushed native stone may seem unnatural but can be an effective practice to create highly resistant treads, particularly when both fine and coarse particles are combined (Marion et al., 2016). Loose gravel applied on steep trail sections is often transported down-slope, requiring labor intensive re-application and maintenance (Marion and Wimpey, 2017;
Types and amounts of trail use have also been shown to influence soil loss, though most studies report their effects are less influential than trail alignment factors (Cole, 1991). Most tread impacts occur with low to moderate use, with diminishing impact occurring at higher use levels, particularly on well-maintained sustainably designed trails (Marion, 2016; Rowe et al., 2018). However, intensive use during wet periods can accelerate tread soil displacement and loss (Farrell and Marion, 2001; Nepal, 2003). Several studies have also observed significantly more soil displacement and loss on equestrian trails relative to hiking and mountain biking trails (Bratton et al., 1979; Leung and Marion, 1999; Olive and Marion, 2009), and from large trail-running events (Salesa and Cerda, 2019).

### 2.2. Trail muddiness

While studies suggest that soil loss is primarily caused by moving water, trail muddiness is caused by poor drainage and water retention. Although a common but isolated problem in many trail systems during wet seasons (Cole, 1983; Leung and Marion, 1999; Nepal, 2003), little research has been focused on modeling the factors that influence trail muddiness. Trails routed through flat areas are prone to muddiness because it is difficult or impossible to drain water from their incised treads (Cole, 1983; Tomczyk et al., 2017). Trails in areas with high water tables or on soil types with substantial organic content that retain water often become muddy quagmires (Bratton et al., 1979; Cole, 1991; Leung and Marion, 1999).

Mud-holes form most often in flatter valley bottoms in areas of poor drainage or near seeps and springs (Bratton et al., 1979; Leung and Marion, 1999; Nepal, 2003). Water retention and muddiness can also occur on incised sections of side-hill trails and ridge-tops when insufficient maintenance allows berms to form and drainage features to clog (Bratton et al., 1979; Hesselbarth et al., 1996; Leung and Marion, 1999). The most sustainable solution to trail muddiness is to relocate persistently muddy trail segments to side-hill alignments with sloping trail grades (Hesselbarth et al., 1996; Steinholtz and Vachowski, 2007). When relocations are not possible, trail maintainers can deter use during wet seasons or harden muddy sections with rock, geosynthetics (geotextiles like geogrids, geonets, or cellular containment of substrates) or elevated wood bog bridging (Birchard and Proudfan, 2006; Hesselbarth et al., 1996). Along side-hill trails enhancement and maintenance of drainage is an effective solution to muddiness.

### 2.3. Trail widening

Unlike soil loss and muddiness, which are primarily driven by water, trail widening is rooted in visitor behaviors, most frequently related to visitors selecting the smoothest and easiest route of travel (Cole, 1991; Wimpey and Marion, 2010). Unmitigated degradation on poorly routed trails can prompt visitor behaviors that contribute to trail widening; hikers meandering laterally over eroded rocky and root-covered treads in search of the best footing often pioneer smoother areas adjacent to the degraded treads (Leung and Marion, 1999; Tomczyk et al., 2016; Wimpey and Marion, 2010). Similarly, trail users frequently sidestep wet and muddy trail sections, creating multiple treads and wide mud-holes (Bayfield, 1973; Leung and Marion, 1999; Tomczyk et al., 2017). Additional trail widening behaviors identified by Wimpey and Marion (2010) include visitors moving laterally to pass or allow passing and side-by-side travel; trail widening associated with these behaviors is directly related to variations in visitor travel patterns and numbers.

Some motorized vehicles and equestrians have a functional need for wider trails but these trail uses can also have greater speeds, travel distances, ground pressures, and soil displacement from churning hooves and tires that collectively contribute to greater trail widening (Marion and Olive, 2006; Svajda et al., 2016; Tomczyk et al., 2017).

Despite the strong behavioral linkages with trail widening, research reveals that trail routing relative to topography and trail maintenance actions can significantly influence trail width. Trails in flat terrain are prone to widening due to the ease of off-trail travel, while the steeper side-slopes of side-hill trails effectively center and concentrate traffic to inhibit trail widening (Bayfield, 1973; Wimpey and Marion, 2010). Trail maintainers can manipulate the density of trailside vegetation and the width of the trail corridor by narrowing the width of vegetation trimming and the width of sections cut from trees that have fallen across trails (Bayfield, 1972; Bright, 1986; Hesselbarth et al., 1996; Tomczyk et al., 2017). In non-forested areas, the substantial trampling resistance and resilience of grasses and sedges as compared to herbs can effectively resist trail widening pressures, though sloping terrain is required to prevent the formation of parallel secondary treads and muddiness (Cole, 1995; Tomczyk and Ewertowski, 2011; Tomczyk et al., 2017). Herbs, low shrubs, and other less resistant and resilient vegetation are easily degraded and removed by trampling and do not counter trail widening (Berhardt-Romermann et al., 2011; Cole, 1995; Hill and Pickering, 2009).

Both natural and intentionally placed trailside rocks, logs, and woody debris can effectively center traffic (Bayfield, 1973). Constructed trailside barriers including stone or wooden borders, screer walls, and fencing, can physically obstruct traffic or serve as visual cues to center and concentrate traffic (Park et al., 2008; Svajda et al., 2016; Tomczyk et al., 2017; Wimpey and Marion, 2010). Preventing or mitigating degraded trail conditions, particularly muddiness and rugosity, can motivate visitors to remain on the intended tread. Finally, managers can employ low impact educational messages asking visitors to avoid using muddy trails during wet seasons and to walk through or close to the edge of mudholes Marion (2014). This research investigates the veracity of conventional trail layout guidance by analyzing the relationships between topographic trail metrics and three principal types of trail degradation. It examines a large dataset from the Appalachian Trail with great geographic scope and environmental diversity which broadens its relevance to protected area managers.

### 3. Methods

#### 3.1. Study area

The Appalachian Trail (AT) is the United States’ first and most popular National Scenic Trail. It is marked with white blazes for 3524 km through 14 states from Springer Mountain, Georgia to Mount Katahdin in Maine. An estimated 3 million people visit the trail annually and the number of hikers attempting a northbound thru-hike has more than doubled in recent years, from 1460 hikers in 2010 to 3735 in 2017. The AT is restricted to hiking, except for a short section open to horses in Great Smoky Mountains National Park. The AT was originally proposed in 1921 by regional planner Benton MacKaye to create a corridor of protected natural landscapes and recreation opportunities accessible to major population centers along the Eastern United States. Construction began in 1923 and a continuous footpath was established by 1937. Federal land acquisition was completed in 2014 and more than 280,000 acres of protected trailside land act as a biologically diverse greenway home to many rare and endangered species (Appalachian Trail Conservancy, 2018).

The National Trails System Act of 1968 designated the AT a unit of...
the National Park Service, which employs a unique cooperative management partnership between many land management agencies and volunteer trail clubs to manage the trail. The primary partner of the NPS is the non-profit Appalachian Trail Conservancy, which oversees a variety of trail-wide conservation efforts and coordinates and supports 31 volunteer trail maintenance clubs. Over one thousand miles of the trail are located on national forest land and the US Forest Service is an active trail partner (Appalachian Trail Conservancy, 2018).

3.2. Sampling and measurement procedures

The Generalized Random-Tessellation Stratified (GRTS) sampling
methodology was used to select a representative set of trail segments and points where transects were placed for assessing trail conditions (Stevens and Olsen, 2004). The GRTS software generated a spatially balanced random sample representative of the entire Appalachian Trail consisting of sixty-three 5 km segments (~9% of the trail’s total length), each containing 50 trail points (3150 total) (Fig. 1). The northern-most twenty-one segments between Connecticut and Maine were surveyed in the summer of 2015, the southern-most twenty-one segments between Georgia and southwest Virginia were surveyed in the summer of 2016, and the remaining segments between Virginia and New York were surveyed in the summer of 2017. A special mud-hole sub-study was added during the 2016 and 2017 field seasons whereby muddy trail segments encountered during fieldwork were purposively surveyed to provide additional data for this more rare form of trail degradation.

Sample locations were loaded onto a Trimble GeoX7 GPS unit to navigate to the sample points and record a precise averaged GPS point at each survey location. All data were recorded on tablets using survey forms created in Qualtrics® in 2015 and Fulcrum® in 2016 and 2017.

At each sample point a temporary trail transect was established perpendicular to the trail tread. Metal stakes were inserted into the ground at the most pronounced outer tread boundary of visually obvious vegetative and soil disturbance capturing the majority (~95%) of traffic. A flexible measuring tape was affixed tautly between the two stakes at the height judged to be the post-construction pre-use tread surface. If protruding rocks or roots obstructed the tape at the desired height it was raised in 5 cm increments on both stakes until clear of the barrier and the offset distance was recorded and subtracted from measurements. The distance between the metal stakes was measured and recorded to the nearest half centimeter as tread width. Maximum incision was measured as the largest perpendicular distance between the transect tape and the tread surface. The tread composition was estimated along a 20 cm band centered on the trail transect and recorded to the nearest 5% in the following categories: soil, litter, vegetation, rock, mud, gravel, roots, water, wood and other.

The trail grade at the transect was measured to the nearest degree using a clinometer sighted between one field crew member on the transect and another on the trail 3 m uphill. Similarly, the landform grade was measured between the transect and a point 3 m uphill along the fall line. Trail slope alignment was measured as the smallest difference in compass bearing between the trail and the prevailing landform aspect. The soil texture was determined by a ribbon test, an established technique for identifying soil texture by hand, based on its feel and ability to form a ribbon, at the beginning of each segment and when the survey crew observed changes in soil appearance thereafter. The tread type was recorded from the following categories: mineral/organic soil, bedrock, rock (cobble to boulder), bog bridge, boardwalk, dirt or gravel road, paved road, rock step/rock work, sidewalk, and stream. Oblique and overhead photographs were taken of each transect using tablet cameras. A full description of the field measurement protocols may be found in Marion et al. (2019).

3.3. Analysis

Data were uploaded from tablets to the Fulcrum online server and exported into Excel 2016 for calculating new variables, and to JMP Pro 13.0.0 for statistical analyses. Trail and landform grades were converted from degree slope to percent slope for relevance to the trail community. Analyses of soil loss and widening included only trail transects with the mineral/organic soil tread type where it was appropriate to record a soil texture, maximum incision, and tread width. Transects at local high points were also excluded because trail grades were measured below the transect. Based on these criteria, 2639 transects were retained and 510 transects were excluded. Statistical tests were performed in JMP 13.0.0 to investigate relationships between trail alignment metrics and trail degradation indicators.

Several trail layout groupings were created using combinations of topographic trail indicators based on previous studies and professional judgment. Trail grade was categorized based on groupings (0–2%, 3–10%, 11–20%, >20%) from a recent trail soil loss study (Marion and Wimpey, 2017). The same numerical groupings were also applied to landform grade and combined with trail grade to create a framework which expresses overall layout (Table 1). In this layout framework, higher trail grades within landform grade columns are more direct-ascent routes with higher SR values. For SR analysis, SR was divided into four equal categories and paired with the previously used landform grade categories. For other analyses, transects were categorized using a system that differentiated the highest and lowest TSA values and categorized landform grade into three classes for soil loss analyses and two classes for widening analyses.

To investigate the influence of trail layout on soil loss, one-way ANOVA was performed comparing the mean values of maximum tread incision within trail grade categories. An ANOVA was performed to compare the mean values of maximum incision within the combined trail and landform grade categories. Another ANOVA compared mean maximum incision within SR and landform grade categories. Finally, full factorial two-way ANOVA was performed to compare the mean values of maximum incision within TSA and landform grade categories.

Similar analyses were performed to explore the effects of trail layout on widening. Intended trail width data were not available for the AT so trail width was used as the dependent variable for widening analyses (see discussion). One-way ANOVA was performed comparing the mean values of trail width in combined landform and trail grade categories. Another one-way ANOVA compared mean trail width values in SR and landform grade categories. A full factorial two-way ANOVA was performed comparing the mean values of width within TSA and landform grade categories. One-way ANOVA was performed comparing the mean trail width values within different tread rugosity (roughness) categories to investigate the influence of tread rugosity on trail width. Finally, mean trail width categories were calculated for each segment to investigate the relationships between width and influential factors not contained in the dataset including use intensity, and trail construction and history.

To investigate trail muddiness, a subset of the data were analyzed which included trail transects for which 20% or greater of the tread substrate was assessed as mud or standing water and purposively surveyed mud-holes. Another subset was analyzed which included boardwalk and bog bridge transects to investigate the frequency of intensive mud management actions. Summary statistics for trail and landform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trail Grade (%)</th>
<th>Landform Grade (%)</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>2-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>132.5%</td>
<td>189 7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>381 14.4%</td>
<td>316 12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>334 12.7%</td>
<td>257 9.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>570 21.6%</td>
<td>748 28.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>132 5.0%</td>
<td>570 21.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
grade were calculated for these subsets and compared to the overall dataset. The distribution of layouts for muddy transects and boardwalks is displayed for comparison to the overall dataset.

4. Results

4.1. Trail soil loss

One-way ANOVA testing confirmed that the severity of soil loss varies significantly with trail grade (F 21.3, p < .0001, df 3), with a post-hoc Student’s t-test revealing significant increases between each category of trail grade (Fig. 2). A one-way ANOVA test examining the combined influence of trail and landform grade on mean maximum incision found significant differences between groups (F 8.1, p < .0001, df 9), and a post-hoc Student’s t-test identified the greatest soil loss occurring on transects with trail and landform grades in excess of 20% (Table 2).

An ANOVA test investigating the combined influence of landform grade and SR found significant differences between groups (F 6.04, p < .0001, DF 13). Whereas SR has little relationship with incision in terrain below 10%, incision increases with SR in sloping terrain above 10%. Two-way ANOVA revealed that soil loss values vary significantly with both landform grade (F 24.8, p < .0001, df 2) and TSA (F 8.0, p < .0001, df 4), with a significant interaction between the two (F 2.3, p .0169, df 8). In sloping terrain above 10%, maximum incision values increase as TSA values decrease (Fig. 3), with the greatest incision values occurring on fall-line trails with landform grades exceeding 20%.

4.2. Trail muddiness

There were 70 muddy trail transects within the random sample, 2.3% of total, and an additional 40 purposively surveyed muddy areas. The random sample included an additional 33 muddy locations (1.1% of total) where trail maintainers had installed bog bridging (18 transects) and boardwalks (15 transects). The mean trail grade of the 110 random and purposively sampled muddy transects was 7.9% and the mean landform grade was 19.9%. These values are similar to the overall dataset for which the mean trail grade is 9.4% and the mean landform grade is 23.1%. The relative distribution of muddy transects within trail and landform grade categories for muddy transects (Table 3) also roughly emulates the entire sample (Table 1). The bog bridging and boardwalks were found in flatter terrain, with an average landform

---

### Table 2
Mean maximum tread incision values (cm) increase with both trail grade and landform grade. The most incised trails are fall-line trails with high trail grades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trail Grade (%)</th>
<th>Landform Grade (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>2-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>5.0E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>5.9DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>7.4E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Students T Test Groups (ABCDE): Values with the same letter are not significantly different.

---

### Fig. 3
Mean maximum incision values are significantly higher in lower TSA categories, and this relationship is stronger in steeper terrain.

---

### Table 3
Relative distribution of 110 muddy transects within combined trail and landform grade categories. Values are number of cases (N) and percent of cases (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trail Grade (%)</th>
<th>Landform Grade (%)</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>18.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Table 4
Relative distribution of 33 boardwalk or bog bridging transects within combined trail and landform grade categories. Cell values are number of transects (N) and percent of cases (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trail Grade (%)</th>
<th>Landform Grade (%)</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>18.54%</td>
<td>7.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>3.01%</td>
<td>2.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
grade of 4.5%; 54.5% of boardwalks and bog bridges were observed in flat terrain with less than 2% slope (Table 4).

4.3. Trail widening

Two-way ANOVA testing revealed significant differences (F 8.8, p < .003, df 1) between mean tread width values within different landform grade categories (Fig. 4), but not between different TSA categories (F 1.9, p .106, df 4). However, the interaction effect between TSA and landform grade was significant (F 3.7, p < .0056, df 4). TSA values have little influence on maximum incision values in flat terrain (<15%), but have a strong inverse relationship with maximum incision on slopes above 15%. A one-way ANOVA test comparing mean tread width within combined trail and landform grade categories (Table 5) found significant differences between categories (F 3.9, p < .0001, df 9). ANOVA testing investigating the mean trail widths within combined SR and landform grade categories found significant differences between groups (F 3.46, p < .0001, DF 13). In flat terrain, SR has no clear relationship with trail width. However, in sloping terrain above 10%, trail width increases with SR. Another one-way ANOVA test found significant tread width differences across different tread rugosity categories (F 87.3, p < .0001, df 2). Trails with rough treads associated with rocks and roots were significantly wider than trails with smooth treads (Fig. 5). Finally, average tread width in the random sample is 64.1 cm (n = 2639) while the average tread width for random and purposively surveyed muddy transects is 137.6 cm, identifying muddiness as a causal factor for trail widening.

5. Discussion

5.1. Soil loss

The findings of this study reinforce an existing consensus that steep trails are prone to severe soil loss (Cole, 1983; Fox and Bryan, 2000; Marion and Wimpey, 2017; Nepal, 2003; Olive and Marion, 2009). Maximum incision values increase with trail grade across the diverse AT dataset, and the steepest trail segments are the most severely incised (Figs. 2 and 3, Table 2). Also supported by other studies is the finding that fall-line trails are highly vulnerable to soil loss (Fig. 3) and that TSA and SR are meaningful trail alignment indicators. Transects with high SR and low TSA values have significantly higher maximum incision values than transects with lower SR and higher TSA values that have more sustainable side-hill alignments.

This study additionally demonstrates that the potential for soil loss significantly increases with increasing landform grade. Maximum incision values are consistently minimal in flatter terrain where soils are relatively stable, water has less erosive momentum, and trail grades are naturally limited regardless of routing decisions. Steeper landform grades allow for the possibilities of fall-line routes with high trail grades; in these areas, low grade side-hill trails have demonstrably lower maximum incision values than direct-ascent routes. With respect to soil loss, these findings emphasize the importance of designing lower grade side-hill alignments through steep terrain and replacing existing steep fall-line segments that could experience substantial soil loss with side-hill routing when feasible. Although routing a trail through a flatter area will diminish the risk of soil loss, it increases the likelihood of trail widening and muddiness.

The impact indicator employed in many previous trail soil loss studies has been cross sectional area (CSA), a volumetric indicator measured and calculated via a series of vertical measures taken along sampled transects oriented across trails (Cole, 1991; Marion and Wimpey, 2017; Olive and Marion, 2009; Svajda et al., 2016; Tomczyk et al., 2016). CSA was also measured and analyzed in this study but for this paper we sought to remove the potentially confounding influence of trail width by emphasizing the maximum incision variable. Three hypothetical trail cross sections in Fig. 6 illustrate how an extremely wide

![Fig. 4. Mean tread width values for different layout categories. In flat terrain, TSA has little bearing on trail width. In sloping terrain, side-hill trails are narrow and fall-line trails become extremely wide. Error bars represent one standard error from the mean.](image)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trail Grade (%)</th>
<th>Landform Grade (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–2</td>
<td>2–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.0 ± SDS</td>
<td>66.2 ± SDNC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.5 ± SAD</td>
<td>67.8 ± SAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.8 ± SAD</td>
<td>58.1 ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.2 ± SAD</td>
<td>69.8 ± SAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.8 ± SAD</td>
<td>61.9 ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.0 ± SDS</td>
<td>58.1 ± SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 - Students’ T Test Groups (ABCDE): Values with the same letter are not significantly different.
trail (left) routed along a well hardened dirt road could have CSA values similar to deeply incised trails with narrow (center) or intermediate (right) widths. Trail width differences can therefore confound relational analyses focused on isolating factors that influence high erosional rates, with minimally-incised wide trails in flat terrain contributing variation that can mask the influence of causal factors. Similarly, mean trail depth was also considered as a soil loss indicator but can also be confounded by tread width differences (Fig. 6).

Maximum incision was selected as the best soil loss indicator in this study because it is not confounded by widening. Another benefit of maximum incision over CSA or mean depth for research and monitoring purposes is that it is substantially less time-consuming to measure. CSA could be a valuable indicator for simultaneously evaluating both soil loss and trail widening degradation though separate indicators for each type of trail impact are beneficial to trail managers. Regardless, trail researchers communicating soil loss with CSA or mean depth values should caution readers of its potentially misleading relationship with trail width.

5.2. Trail muddiness

Based on this representative survey, tread muddiness was found on only 2.3% of the sampled transects. A census-based problem assessment applied to the trails in Great Smoky Mountains National Park found muddiness to affect 3.5% of that trail system (Leung and Marion, 1999). Both these surveys were conducted during drier summer months; springtime surveys would have reflected more widespread muddiness. Thus, muddiness is generally a rare form of trail impact, perhaps due to the actions of trail managers. The AT is relatively well-maintained compared to other trail systems. Maintainers resolve muddiness by improving drainage, elevating treads, installing stepping stones, and where feasible, relocating chronically wet sections. For example, this AT survey documented that 1.1% of the AT had bog bridging or boardwalks installed by managers to elevate the tread above wet soils.

One surprising finding is the relatively large number of muddy transects located in sloping terrain and on incised gently sloped side-hill trails (Table 3); the random and purposively sampled transects with mud had a mean trail grade of 7.9% and landform grade of 19.9%. There are several possible explanations, including the erroneous inclusion of short term muddiness following rains (procedures were intended to capture chronically muddy problems), or the limited amount of flatter terrain present along the AT and in the sample generally. It is also possible that the substantial age of many AT trail segments has resulted in soil loss, incision, and the development of berms along substantial proportions of side-hill trail alignments that now require more intensive maintenance work to effectively drain. Such micro-topographical variations are not reflected in the measures we used for landform grade and trail grade; future examinations of muddiness may consider a greater focus on micro-topography. Bog bridging and boardwalks, both evidence of chronic muddiness, were found primarily in flatter terrain (≤2% trail and landform grade), suggesting that either muddiness is more persistent in these areas or that trail maintainers are more likely to employ these construction methods in flat areas where building is easier and roads may be closer.

In summary, trail muddiness is most effectively addressed by employing side-hill trail alignments with sloping trail grades and by avoiding sections of nearly flat contour-aligned routings that can collect and retain water when incised (Fig. 7). Our findings also document the importance of timely and persistent maintenance of trail drainage features. Employing enough tread grade reversals to keep a trail well-drained in a heavy thunderstorm is the most sustainable option. This finding parallels guidance from IMBA to design rolling contour trails that naturally shed water (IMBA, 2004). If water bars and drainage dips are used, they must be cleaned at least biannually before and during the rainy season(s) to prevent levels of tread soil loss that can present significant challenges to tread drainage (Birchard and Proudman, 2000).

---

**Table 3.** Incised trail cross-sections illustrating the confounding influence of trail width on CSA and mean depth trail soil loss measurements. Maximum incision is a better measure for relational analyses investigating factors such as trail grade and fall-line routings that can significantly influence soil erosion rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trail Width (cm)</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Depth (cm)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Sectional Area (cm²)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Incision (cm)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 6.** Incised contour-aligned (flat) side-hill trails collect and retain water after rains and can be difficult to keep drained.
Future studies should consider the microtopographic and temporal nature of trail muddiness when planning data collection and observe muddiness at specific or multiple scales and times.

5.3. Trail widening

The findings of this study supplement former conclusions suggesting that trail routing decisions can significantly influence the behavior of trail users and affect the severity of tread widening (Bayfield, 1973; Wimpey and Marion, 2010). The widest transects were observed on steep direct-ascent trail segments where hikers move laterally to select the easiest or smoothest footing in areas of eroded rocky and root-covered treads (Fig. 4, Table 5). The strong positive relationship between tread rugosity and width reinforces this explanation (Fig. 6). Widening on steep trail segments is particularly problematic because it increases the areal extent of soil exposure on slopes vulnerable to erosion and broadens the catchment size of trail watersheds. Avoidance behavior also drives trail widening in muddy trail sections and flatter terrain; the mean tread width for the random and purposively surveyed muddy transects is 138 cm (n = 110), more than twice the mean for the entire dataset, 64 cm (n = 2639).

Conversely, side-hill trails discourage widening behaviors (Wimpey and Marion, 2010). The narrowest trail transects were observed on side-hill trails in mountainous terrain where steeper side-slopes naturally focus traffic to the center of treads (Table 5). Although a highly effective technique to inhibit widening in sloping terrain, routing decisions appear to have considerably less effect on widening in flatter terrain. Trail users can more easily move laterally to pass others, walk side-by-side, and avoid rocks, roots, or muddiness, rendering trails in flat terrain significantly more susceptible to trail widening. The finding that tread rugosity and muddiness significantly influence trail widening suggests that managers can retain narrow treads by ensuring that the intended tread is the “best available” route, free of rocks, roots, and mud (Fig. 5). Other effective “tools” include the use of boardwalks, trail borders, dense trailside vegetation, and increasing the rugosity of trail sides, particularly when steps or staircases are installed.

Examination of the mean trail widths for different 5 km segments revealed some additional interesting observations. Several segments with exceptionally large average widths were observed to include attractive features that draw substantially larger numbers of hikers. This reveals the powerful influence of use level on trail widths, though a limitation in our data is the lack of accurate trail use data across the AT. Additionally, the three segments with the highest average width include sections routed along old woods roads, some of which can be accessed by vehicles for emergency or maintenance purposes. Although wide, these segments are at their constructed and intended width. One widening study overcame this limitation by evaluating the difference between intended and assessed trail width (Wimpey and Marion, 2010); such data were unavailable for the AT. Nonetheless, when data are available, future investigations of trail widening should consider the value of accurately assessing managerial trail width intentions and use levels.

6. Conclusions

This study sought to investigate and integrate trail sustainability findings related to the three core forms of trail impact: soil loss, muddiness, and widening. Findings confirm that rolling side-hill trail alignments with steeper side-slopes and landform grades are the most sustainable trail alignments. Severe soil loss is likely on steep trail grades, particularly for trails aligned closely to the fall-line, which rapidly incise and make the diversion of water from their treads exceedingly difficult. Soil loss on trails exposes roots and rocks that increase rugosity, which promotes lateral movement and off-trail travel that drives tread widening. Side-hill trail alignments greatly facilitate the selection of optimal trail grades and easy tread drainage, and their steeper side-slopes limit tread widening. Two forms of trail degradation are common in flatter terrain, where soil compaction, displacement and erosion can incise treads that collect water, form mud-holes, and cause widening. While topography offers no resistance to trail widening in flatter terrain, it does effectively contain trail widening along side-hill trails, including those that are incised or poorly drained. The significance of these core trail design principles across the geographically and environmentally diverse dataset confirms their broad applicability.

Several methodological considerations stemming from this research could benefit future trail scientists and practitioners. First, researchers investigating trail soil loss should be wary of the powerful influence of trail width on CSA and mean tread depth measurements and may consider maximum incision as a more appropriate indicator. Second, researchers investigating trail width should consider the difference between actual widths and constructed or intended widths when possible, and the need for trail use data due to the great influence of amount of use for this indicator. Thirdly, trail designers should consider the importance of landform grade in influencing maximum allowable trail grades, and the benefits of steep side-slopes that facilitate trail drainage and constrain trail widening. Similarly, they should recognize the greater vulnerability of trails in flatter terrain to muddiness and trail widening.

Study limitations for some relational analyses included an inability to obtain useable data for several potentially influential factors. These include trail age, maintenance quality and frequency over time, and amount of use. Such data are often unavailable for trail degradation studies, potentially pointing to the need for further investigations that employ experimental designs where such factors can be purposively manipulated and evaluated.
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